
FRIDAY: 
MAIN PROGRAMMING 
Friday, 3pm: Vampires vs. Werewolves 
Panelists: Melanie Fletcher (M), Charlaine Harris, Catharine Jones Payne, Seth Skorkowsky, Teresa 
Patterson 
Okay, we all know the score.  Who has the edge?  Is it the immortal vampire, or the regenerating 
werewolf?  Or is it the regenerating vampire and the immortal werewolf?  The line is getting blurred… 
Our authors debate with each other on who should win.  (Not would win.  SHOULD win.) 
 
Friday, 4pm: The Art of A Song of Ice and Fire 
Panelists: John Picacio (M) 
Ever get curious about how the Game of Thrones got its look?  Before the TV show ever got started, our 
Guest of Honor John Picacio did the cover art for the books.  If you want to ask questions, this is the 
time! 
 
Friday, 5pm: Converting Books to Screen 
Panelists: Ethan Nahté (M), Charlaine Harris, E. Gaston Huckabay 
You have a finished story, and somebody likes it enough to bring it to life on either the TV screen or the 
silver screen.  What do you do?  How do you react?  Who controls what happens to your story as it is 
being converted?  Our panelists talk about screenplay conversions, and what really happens behind the 
scenes. 
 
Friday, 6pm: The Best Books Nobody Ever Heard Of 
Panelists: William Ledbetter (M), Karl K. Gallagher, Sue Sinor, John Yarrow, Christie Meierz 
We bring back a useful panel from last year!  The primary rule of this panel is this: NO SELF PROMOTION.  
Bring examples, and audience participation is welcome as well!  Be prepared to be grilled ruthlessly on 
why you like the book, of course!  Bring paper and pen so you can take notes, and hopefully you’ll find 
some great reads. 
 
Friday, 7pm: Opening Ceremonies 
Panelists: Charlaine Harris, John Picacio, Con Staff 
Welcome to ConDFW XVII!  Come meet our staffers and get introduced to our amazing Guests of Honor, 
Charlaine Harris and John Picacio! 
 
Friday, 9pm: Talking During the Movies: It Came from the Eighties 
Panelists: Ethan Nahté, Melanie Fletcher 
Tonight on offer are two quintessentially eighties B-movies. First up: ask yourself, “What would make 
Star Wars better?” If your answer is blonde Conan and dinosaurs, you are ready for Yor, the Hunter from 
the Future. We follow this with Chopping Mall. Eight teenagers decide to sneak in and have sex in a 
shopping mall. Alas, that new robot security system may have a few bugs in it. Clothes are lost. Heads 
explode. And hilarity ensues. Don't miss it. 
 
PROGRAMMING 2  
Friday, 3pm: Bite-size Humor and the Art of the Setup 
Panelists: Mel White (M), Julia S. Mandala, K. B. Bogen, Amber Royer 
If you want to have a good joke, you must set it up first.  Even Schwarzenegger’s famous one liners came 
with an action right before it (Throw a knife through someone into a wall – “Stick around.”).  So how do 



you set up a joke in today’s Youtube dominated world?  Our panelists talk about this and other funny 
topics. 
 
Friday, 4pm: Red Five Standing By: Fighters in Space Opera 
Panelists: Karl K. Gallagher (M), T. M. Hunter, William C. Seigler, Amber Royer 
From the A-Wing to the Viper Mk.III, there are countless examples of small fighter craft in Space Opera.  
There is something just romantic about a lone pilot taking down that monstrous ship to make you cheer, 
whether in film or on the page.  Our authors talk about the merits and problems of various fighters 
throughout science fiction. 
 
Friday, 5pm: Interstellar Archaeology: Part One – Initial Findings 
Panelists: Mel White (M), Dusty Rainbolt, Teresa Patterson, Gloria Oliver, Robert W. Pietzsch, K. B. 
Bogen 
Welcome to the 173rd Annual Interstellar Archaeology Symposium! We have mysterious alien artifacts 
in need of identification and a team of highly-trained egos xenoarchaeologists standing by! Watch the 
academic fur fly as they compete to give us the correct (or perhaps just the funniest) explanation of 
each artifact. Stay tuned for Part 2 on Sunday, when our backup team overturns their findings! 
 
Friday, 6pm: Echoes From Other Worlds:  Writing Science Fiction and Fantasy Poetry 
Panelists:  Patricia Ferguson (M), Michelle Hartman, Stephen Sanders, Michelle Muenzler, Larry Atchley, 
Jr. 
Poetry is an artform of the mind and can be channeled into any and every genre.  Some of the greatest 
poems ever written are tales of adventure and daring-do.  Does anyone remember The Highwayman, by 
Alfred Noyes?  Or The Homecoming of Solomon Kane, by Robert E, Howard.  Come hear from poets who 
write regularly about living on Mars, Steampunk adventures, pirate raids, alternate history, and 
ensorcelled swords.  They’ll talk about the various markets where they’ve found success and challenge 
you to write your own fanciful poem in one of these genres. 
 
PROGRAMMING 3 
Friday, 4pm: History in a Nutshell: How to Pick Change Points 
Panelists: Melanie Fletcher (M), Bradley H. Sinor, Julie Barrett, Gloria Oliver 
There are common times in history to pick where it changes – usually just before or during wars.  
However, what other important events can be used to change history?  How far back do you want to 
go?  Our authors talk about times in history that are ripe for the picking. 
 
Friday, 5pm: Mapmaking for Dummies 
Panelists: Christie Meierz (M), Paul Black, Barbara Ann Wright, Rhonda Eudaly 
You may not need to draw a map, but to build a world you definitely need to have geography in mind!  
How do you decide what is where?  And where does the “Here Lie Dragons” go?  Our worldbuilder 
panelists discuss.  Drawing may or may not happen. 
 
Friday, 6pm: Self-Promotion for Fun and Profit 
Panelists: Tex Thompson (M), Amber Royer, Julia S. Mandala, Adrian Simmons 
It’s time to get your book out to the world.  But how do you get people interested in what you wrote?  
Our publishers talk about how to get your name and work out into the world in ways that won’t get you 
arrested. 
 



PROGRAMMING 4 
Friday, 4pm: You Got Your Politics in my Fantasy! 
Panelists: Julia S. Mandala (M), Barbara Ann Wright, Robert W. Pietzsch, Adrian Simmons 
Don’t you hate it when you’re reading a great escapist fantasy novel and suddenly you draw connections 
to the real world?  Does it help in writing to tap into the well of hatred that is modern-day politics?  How 
can you do so safely?  Do you want to be safe?  Our fantasy authors talk about today’s politics and how 
you can use it for good or ill in your writing.  Note: This panel may be more political than usual.  You 
have been warned. 
 
Friday, 5pm: Spreading Wings: Angels in Mythology 
Panelists: Tex Thompson (M), Charlayne Elizabeth Denney, Catharine Jones Payne, Bradley H. Sinor 
The concept of Angel comes from the Greek “angelos” which means messenger.  Thus, the angel is 
generally found in religions that are based on revelations – Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Zoroastrian 
among others.  Our researchers and authors talk about the use of angels in mythology, and how you can 
use them in your writing. 
 
Friday, 6pm: Why Authors Should Publish Audiobooks 
Panelists: Seth Skorkowsky (M), Julie Barrett, Ethan Nahté 
With this increasingly media driven world, there needs to be media versions for books as well.  Some 
people even prefer the audiobook version of a novel over the written one, either in drama form or 
merely read aloud into their ears. So, how easy is it to get your novel into audio form?  And should you 
do it?  These questions and more will be discussed. 
 
Friday, 8pm: Open for Filk! 
 
READING  
Friday, 5pm: Michelle Muenzler, William C. Seigler 
Friday, 6pm: K. B. Bogen, Melanie Fletcher 
 
AUTOGRAPHS 
Friday, 5pm: Sue Sinor, Seth Skorkowsky 
Friday, 6pm: Paul Black, Catherine Jones Payne 
 
SATURDAY: 
MAIN PROGRAMMING  
Saturday, 10am: The 100th Coffee Cup: How to Get Productive 
Panelists: Melanie Fletcher (M), Michelle Muenzler, Sue Sinor, Adrian Simmons, Stephen Patrick 
We all have those times when we are sluggish and just don’t want to write.  Well, drink up!  It’s time to 
find out what our panelists do to shake those mental cobwebs away. 
 
Saturday, 11am: Workshop:  How To Find Your Creative Mind: Using Neuroscience and Mysticism To 
Enhance Your Creativity [2 hours] 
Panelists: Michael Baldwin, MS in Political Science and Library Science and  
Marilyn Gilbert Komechak, PhD in Psychology 
Have you ever wanted to enhance your creativity?  Come and learn how neuroscience can be used to 
optimize creative potential in writing prose, poetry, or in any endeavor you choose.  During this two 



hour workshop, Mr. Baldwin and Dr. Komechak will discuss the principles of mysticism and how they can 
be used to promote greater creativity. Enjoy the visual presentation accompanying the discussion that 
includes vivid images illustrating the ideas discussed. Examples of how to use the ideas are provided. 
Handouts summarizing the substance of the workshop and providing references for further study are 
provided. 
 
Saturday, 1pm: Q&A With Charlaine Harris 
Panelists: Stephen Patrick (M), Charlaine Harris 
If you ever wanted to ask our Guest of Honor Charlaine Harris a question, now is the time!  Topics may 
include True Blood, Sookie Stackhouse, Harper Connelly, Aurora Teagarden or this little town named 
Midnight, Texas. 
 
Saturday, 2pm: The Art of John Picacio 
Panelists: John Picacio 
Hugo Award-winning artist John Picacio has created bestselling book cover art for works by George R. R. 
Martin, Michael Moorcock, Dan Simmons, Sheri Tepper, Joe R. Lansdale, and many more. He'll answer 
questions from the audience and present a brand-new slideshow of his work and process. He'll reveal 
his latest covers and product artworks, and share a few super-secret sneak peeks into what he's 
currently working on. 
 
Saturday, 3pm: LOTERIA! (AKA Mexican Bingo) 
Panelists: John Picacio 
Win fabulous prizes and join Hugo Award-winning artist John Picacio, as he hosts several rounds of this 
fun, easy-to-learn, fast-moving game of Mexican Bingo -- and presents his latest sf/f art visions for these 
classic icons. 
 
Saturday, 4pm: Prep for Artemis 
Saturday, 5pm: Prep for Artemis 
Saturday, 6pm: Prep for Artemis 
Saturday, 7pm: Celebrity Artemis – Session 1 
Panelists: Stephen Sanders (M), Melanie Fletcher, David Doub, Larry Atchley Jr., Seth Skorkowsky, 
William Ledbetter 
The popular co-operative bridge simulator returns again to ConDFW!  Six panelists at a time take the 
Starship Artemis through the void, insulting every alien species possible.  Let’s see what happens! 
 
Saturday, 8pm: Celebrity Artemis – Session 2 
Panelists: Kevin C. Neece (M), E. Gaston Huckabay, S. Boyd Taylor, Stephen Patrick, Charlayne Elizabeth 
Denney, Ethan Nahté 
The popular co-operative bridge simulator returns again to ConDFW!  Six panelists at a time take the 
Starship Artemis through the void, insulting every alien species possible.  Let’s see what happens! 
 
PROGRAMMING 2  
Saturday, 10am: Time to Hit the Blender!  How to Blend Genres Together 
Panelists: Tex Thompson (M), Carole Nelson Douglas, K. B. Bogen, Gloria Oliver, Patricia Burroughs 
Some of the neatest stories are created when you take elements of two (or more) genres and use them 
together.  After all, this is how Urban Fantasy was created!  So, how does this work?  Our authors 
compare and contrast ways to fit the puzzle pieces together to create something nature never intended. 



 
Saturday, 11am: Microgravity and You: The Trials of Colonization 
Panelists: William C. Seigler (M), Karl K. Gallagher, William Ledbetter, John Yarrow, K.B. Bogen 
Prolonged time in space has already shown problems even in 6 months or less.  Astronauts grow, bones 
become frail, and returning spacefarers can barely stand.  What does this mean for colonizing other 
planets?  How will colonists even get to Mars safely?  Our scientists talk about the merits and pitfalls of 
current plans to go boldly where no man has gone before. 
 
Saturday, 12pm: The Monster Inside Me: Horror Without Monsters 
Panelists: Ethan Nahté (M), Charlaine Harris, Bradley H. Sinor, Stephen Sanders, Michelle Muenzler 
It is (relatively) easy to create a horrific atmosphere when you use monsters.  According to Merriam-
Webster, several of the definitions of the word “monster” involve abnormal form or inhuman.  But what 
if the monsters are just like us?  Our panelists talk about how to write horror when all is equal (Or better 
yet…all is monstrous!). 
 
Saturday, 1pm: 15th Annual ConDFW Sci-fi Spelling Bee (2 hours) 
Panelists: Gary McBride (M) 
Run in fear, ye hippopotomonstrosesquipedaliophobes, for the sci-fi spelling bee has returned to 
ConDFW! Dare you test your spelling might against the wickedest word list ever to emerge from the 
murky mire of the bee-master’s mind? There are no spectators here — only victims. Laugh! Learn! Win 
quasi-fabulous prizes! And perhaps, if you are both talented and lucky, emerge victorious and earn the 
honor of being able to call yourself the victor. 
 
Saturday, 3pm: How to Write a Crime and Get Away With It 
Panelists: Charlaine Harris (M), Lillian Stewart Carl, Carole Nelson Douglas, A. Lee Martinez, Martha 
Wells 
Some mysteries are best kept secret, but our panelists will talk about them anyways!  Exactly how do 
you write a mystery?  Do you start with the crime and work around it?  Or do you start with the 
characters and see what they uncover?  Work from the end towards the beginning or vice versa?  Let’s 
find out! 
 
Saturday, 4pm: Maniacal Laugh: The Art of Humorous Villains 
Panelists: Linda Donahue (M), Shanna Swendson, S. Boyd Taylor, Dusty Rainbolt, K.B. Bogen 
An often overlooked part of comedies is the part of the bad guy.  Whether it is to give the protagonist 
someone to foil (Home Alone comes to mind) or to give the plot some purpose, the evil mastermind still 
needs to be humorous in comedy stories.  Our panelists debate how far to go (or how low to go) with 
their villains to make it funny. 
 
Saturday, 5pm: Robert E. Howard: A Retrospective 
Panelists: Ethan Nahté (M), Larry Atchley Jr., Adrian Simmons, Stephen Sanders  
Many will know of Robert E. Howard’s work through Conan the Barbarian or Solomon Kane.  But he 
wrote in many other genres, including Western and Poetry!  Our Howard Scholars talk about his work in 
the Fantasy genre as well as others. 
 
Saturday, 6pm: Fabulous Beasts and Where to Find Them 
Panelist: Mel White (M) 
Death dogs, fabulous felines, international gryphons, and strange beasts of urban legend and folklore - 
the human imagination has created fantastic beings that have inspired artists and writers for over 



40,000 years.  Take a trip through time from the very oldest to marvelous medieval monsters with Dr. 
Mel.  
 
Saturday, 9pm: Pornography vs Erotica – The Geometry of Sex [Adult] 
Panelists: Melanie Fletcher (M), Karl K. Gallagher 
Our perennial late night adult panel.  This time, let’s talk about geometry – relationship triangles, 
squares, and weirder shapes!  How does one fit in the puzzle, so to speak?  Let’s find out! 
 
PROGRAMMING 3  
Saturday, 10am: Creating a Hero (No Capes) 
Panelists: A. Lee Martinez (M), Shanna Swendson, Trakena Prevost, Amber Royer, Robert W. Pietzsch 
How do you create a hero?  I’m not talking about superheros, but regular heros – the hero of your story.  
What personality does it have?  Is it female or male?  Is it even human?  Our writers talk about how to 
build the most important part of any story – the centerpiece hero. 
 
Saturday, 11am: Historical Research: How and Where to Look 
Panelists: Trakena Prevost (M), Charlayne Elizabeth Denney, Carole Nelson Douglas, Frances May, Taylor 
Anderson, Lillian Stewart Carl 
Interested in a particular slice of history?  Want to know how to find out the nitty gritty details?  Gear up 
your librarian hats and get ready to go to strange places.  Our panelists talk about how to research 
history, where to go, and who to ask! 
 
Saturday, 12pm: Workshop: Creating a New Language from Scratch 
Panelists: Robert Stikmanz (M), S. Boyd Taylor 
This fast paced, hands-on activity lays out a launch strategy for language creation projects. Small groups 
will work through a set of tasks to "speed create" new languages within the allotted time. Bring a pencil! 
 
Saturday, 1pm: Using Gunpowder Correctly in History 
Panelists: Christopher Donahue (M), Taylor Anderson, Tex Thompson, Trakena Prevost 
This is Texas.  Most of us know our modern weapons, from carbines and machine guns to pistols.  But do 
you know your matchlock rifles?  Or the original idea of the breech loader?  Or the original Gatling Gun?  
Our weapon experts discuss how to use weapons of various times in your writing, from antique 
fireworks to modern warfare. 
 
Saturday, 2pm: Rolling the Bones: Creating Ways of Seeing the Future 
Panelists: Mel White (M), Robert Stikmanz, Lillian Stewart Carl, Linda Donahue 
From using the entrails of chickens to runes and tea leaves, there are many ways of divining the future 
historically.  Our panelists talk about the various ways of divination, both fantastical and historical, and 
how to use them in your story. 
 
Saturday, 3pm: Dealing with Historical Medicine 
Panelists: Christopher Donahue (M), Taylor Anderson, Shanna Swendson, S. Boyd Taylor, Frances May 
In our well medicated society, we have come to expect a drug to cure all our ills.  However, in most 
stories our heros (and quite often the villains as well) are healthy, buffed and ready to go at a moment 
notice!  How do we deal with medicine in an imperfect world?  Can drugs help a story rather than hinder 
it?  Our panelists talk about the merits and demerits of drugs in their stories.  Note: This topic is about 
legal pharmaceuticals, not illegal recreational drugs. 



 
Saturday, 4pm: Groupthink and the Art of Collaboration 
Panelists: David Doub (M), Bonnie Jo Stufflebeam, Sue Sinor, Rhonda Eudaly, T.M. Hunter, Teresa 
Patterson 
Let the fun begin!  Our authors talk about how they get their minds together to write a single work of 
genius.  Is there arguments involved?  Is there games involved?  What do they do to decide who writes 
what?  Is there even a discussion?  Let’s find out. 
 
Saturday, 5pm: Escape from the Slush Pile 
Panelists: Julia S. Mandala (M), Barbara Ann Wright, Catharine Jones Payne, Michelle Muenzler, Teresa 
Patterson 
The perennial panel returns as we tantalize people with mistakes and errors you should try to avoid.  
Beware: someday you may end up here if you do not learn from your mistakes.   Come and learn from 
our editors on what to avoid so you don’t end up on – the slush pile. 
 
Saturday, 6pm: The Classic Western: How to Create Them 
Panelists: Tex Thompson (M), Ethan Nahté, Taylor Anderson, Rhonda Eudaly 
The Western has been infrequently seen of late.  So, it’s time to brush up on what makes a classic 
Western!  Our panelists talk about gunfights, ranches, standoffs and many other things that may (or may 
not) be elements of classic Westerns. 
 
Saturday, 9pm: Late Night Open Mic at the Hotel Bar!  
Location: Hotel Bar 
Come out and bring your best material!  In connection with the hotel, we will be having a late night 
open mic in the hotel bar.  We will be having an ekphrastic poetry slam during the open mic but there 
will be plenty of time for other poets to get up and do their original work.  Get there early to sign up!  
 
PROGRAMMING 4 
Saturday, 10am: Crafting a Short Story from Start to Finish 
Panelists: William Ledbetter (M), Chris Donahue, Martha Wells, Rhonda Eudaly, Bradley H. Sinor 
We bring together a group of successful short story writers to talk about their experience.  How do they 
get started, what inspires them, and how do they polish it after it’s done?  These topics and more will be 
discussed. 
 
Saturday, 11am: Workshop: How to Block Your Own Buckram 
Panelist: Julie Barrett (M) 
This is a hands-on, make and take workshop where the participants block their own buckram for a 
fascinator.  Each participant would need to bring a Styrofoam wig stand, but everything else will be 
provided: Buckram for blocking, pins, water (in squirt bottles. The only mess ought to be sticky hands), 
pins, and a plastic bag to put the wig stand in to carry away.  Participants will block the buckram to the 
“head,” will be shown how to trace out a pattern (with examples to take home), and how to finish it.  
 
Saturday, 12pm: The mARTian Collaboration 
Panelists: Mel White, Brad Foster, Melia Newman 
They say if you ask a committee to design a horse, you’ll get a camel.  Come see what happens when we 
team up artists and ask them to design a Martian, alien, or whatever the audience demands!  This year, 



the results of this collaboration will be used to create poetry in the following panel – stick around and 
see what happens! 
 
Saturday, 1pm: Ekphrastic Poetry:  What is it and will it hurt? 
Panelists:  Susan Maxwell Campbell (M), Stephen Sanders, S. Boyd Taylor, Michelle Muenzler, Larry 
Atchley Jr. 
Ekphrastic (from the Greek for “speak out”) poetry is poetry inspired or stimulated by a work of art, 
usually a painting or sculpture.  This form of poetry has been practiced since the time of Homer and still 
flourishes today – a well-known example is Landscape with the Fall of Icarus, by William Carlos 
Williams.  In the first half of the panel the panelists will discuss the genre and answer questions about 
their own works.  The convention will call upon several of the artists featured at this year’s convention 
to create original art to inspire poems.  These pieces will be shown during the panel and, during the 
second half of the panel, attendees will be able to ask the artists questions about their 
works.  Attendees will then write original ekphrastic poems, based on the artwork, and these will be 
featured at our late night open mic! 
 
Saturday, 2pm: Literary Fight Club 
Panelists: Seth Skorkowsky, Barbara Ann Wright 
Over the past couple of years we’ve seen various talented panelists show off martial arts.  It’s easier to 
demonstrate those martial arts, but how exactly do you write them?  Somehow “I punch him in the 
stomach” just doesn’t cut it.  Our panelists examine fight scenes, how to set them and how to write 
them. 
 
Saturday, 3pm: Workshop:  Polishing Your Poem [2 hours] 
Presenter:  Patricia Ferguson (M), Alley Pat Hauldren 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge wrote: “Prose: words in their best order; poetry: the best words in the best 
order.”  Every poet can create a good poem but it takes a poet with the eye of an editor to write “the 
best words in the best order.”  Patricia Ferguson, an award-winning, published poet and a powerful 
editor, will present tips, tricks, and techniques of editing your own work to chisel your poem into a 
refined work.  Handouts will be provided and hands-on exercises will be a feature of this 
workshop.  Come improve your artist eye!  Attendees are encouraged to bring an original poem to work 
on during the workshop. 
 
Saturday, 5pm: Fandom Pictionary 
Panelists: Mel White, Brad Foster, Melia Newman, Julie Barrett 
Play Pictionary or just watch as our artists compete.  Come and see our artists face off against each 
other.  Pictionary has never been this much fun! 
 
Saturday, 6pm: You Ought To See My OTHER Job! 
Panelists: Patricia Burroughs (M), A. Lee Martinez, David Doub, Paul Black, Christie Meierz 
Our intrepid panelists have seen a lot of things out of the ordinary.  From chasing tornados to hunting 
ghosts with many things in between, let’s hear the stories from the horse’s mouth, so to speak. 
 
Saturday, 8pm: Open for Filk! 
 
READING  
Saturday, 10am: Seth Skorkowsky, Catharine Jones Payne 



Saturday, 11am: Linda Donahue, Martha Wells 
Saturday, 12pm: A. Lee Martinez, Rhonda Eudaly 
Saturday, 1pm: Bonnie Jo Stufflebeam, Shanna Swendson 
Saturday, 2pm: Robert W. Pietzsch, Adrian Simmons 
Saturday, 3pm: Paul Black, Patricia Burroughs 
Saturday, 4pm: E. Gaston Huckabay, Larry Atchley Jr. 
Saturday, 5pm: Christie Meierz, Tex Thompson 
Saturday, 6pm: Kevin C. Neece, John Yarrow  
 
AUTOGRAPHS 
Saturday, 10am: Karl K. Gallagher, E. Gaston Huckabay 
Saturday, 11am: Bonnie Jo Stufflebeam, Ethan Nahté 
Saturday, 12pm: Shanna Swendson, Julia S. Mandala, Dusty Rainbolt 
Saturday, 1pm: Linda Donahue, Carole Nelson Douglas, Barbara Ann Wright 
Saturday, 2pm: Martha Wells, Larry Atchley Jr., Bradley H. Sinor 
Saturday, 3pm: T.M. Hunter, Charlayne Elizabeth Denney, John Yarrow 
Saturday, 4pm: Charlaine Harris 
Saturday, 5pm: Taylor Anderson, Patricia Burroughs 
Saturday, 6pm: William Ledbetter, Michelle Muenzler 
 
SUNDAY: 
MAIN PROGRAMMING  
Sunday, 10am: The Gospel According to Star Trek 
Panelists: Kevin C. Neece (M) 
What's Christian about Star Trek? Nothing. That's the way most people see it and that certainly seems to 
be the way the franchise is intended. There's no question that the Trek universe is based on a doggedly 
humanistic worldview and is set in a future time when religion has essentially vanished from Earth. If that's 
the case, how can there even be a ''Gospel According to Star Trek''? In this presentation, author and 
speaker Kevin C. Neece shares the voyage of discovery that led him to embark upon his Gospel According 
to Star Trek book series, putting Star Trek into conversation with a Christian worldview perspective and 
learning how a science fiction television series can help us become better humans. 
 
Sunday, 11am: A Reading by Charlaine Harris 
Panelist: Charlaine Harris 
Our Author Guest of Honor, Charlaine Harris, reads from selections of her latest work (or whatever she 
pleases!).  Come and be amazed! 
 
Sunday, 12pm: The Nuts and Bolts of Print-On-Demand and Indie Publishing 
Panelists: Adrian Simmons (M), Catherine Jones Payne, Karl K. Gallagher, Paul Black, Rhonda Eudaly 
Sometimes you just have to do it yourself.  Our indie publishers tell you some of the tips and tricks you 
need to know to be able to publish your work your way. 
 
Sunday, 1pm: Living the Star Trek Life 
Panelists: Kevin C. Neece (M), E. Gaston Huckabay, Jay Prichard, Joe Miller, T.M. Hunter, Christie Meierz 
In this Star Wars dominated world, sometimes it is good to go back and re-center yourself in a world 
that isn’t so far far away.  Re-enter the world of teleporters, time travel and tribbles with our Star Trek 
experts.  We will feature a short clip from E. Gaston Huckabay’s fan film to start off. 



 
Sunday, 2pm: How Much Fantasy Is In Urban Fantasy? 
Panelists: Charlaine Harris (M), Frances May, Catherine Jones Payne, Paul Black, Teresa Patterson 
There are many flavors of Urban Fantasy.  There is the low fantasy element where magic is barely there, 
and the high fantasy element where the fantastic is walking the streets.  Which is easier to write?  When 
does high fantasy elements scream to be included?  Our authors debate their opinions and give 
examples. 
 
Sunday, 3pm: The Future of Television vs Cable on Demand 
Panelists: Kevin C. Neece (M), Stephen Patrick, Dusty Rainbolt 
We are seeing more and more “TV” shows that are airing on Netflix, or Amazon Prime.  Is this the future 
of television?  Or will primetime hours make a comeback?  Our panelists debate this and other topics. 
 
Sunday, 4pm: Rate Our Con: Kudos and Criticisms! 
 
PROGRAMMING 2  
Sunday, 11am: Teens in Trouble: Dystopian Young Adult Stories 
Panelists: Amber Royer (M), Trakena Prevost, Catherine Jones Payne 
First it was the Hunger Games, then it was Maze Runner.  It seems the popular story style for YA these 
days is one with a dystopian world.  Why is this?  Our YA authors debate this and other topics. 
 
Sunday, 12pm: The Third Annual ConDFW Adventure Poetry Slam   
Judges: Stephen Sanders (M), Michelle Muenzler, Larry Atchley, Jr. 
No Entry Fee.  First Prize: $50, Second Prize: Convention T-shirt, Third Prize:  Blackbead Books 
Merchandise 
All you must do is write an original adventure poem, any form, which you can recite in three minutes or 
less.  Then, perform it in front of our audience and judges.  Our three judges will score each poem and 
the three highest scoring poets will win our prizes!  What more do you need to know? 
 
Sunday, 1pm: Interstellar Archaeology: Part Two – The Debunking 
Panelists: Stephen Sanders (M), Charlaine Harris, David Doub, Ethan Nahté, Julia S. Mandala, Charlayne 
Elizabeth Denney 
Welcome to the 173rd Annual Interstellar Archaeology Symposium! We have mysterious alien artifacts 
that were identified (and argued over) by our esteemed experts on Friday, but there’s another group 
hot on their heels and hungry for tenure who are ready to overturn their findings and revolutionize the 
science of xenoarchaeology! Or maybe just provide a few laughs. 
 
Sunday, 2pm: The Elemental Steampunk: Gadgets and Gizmos 
Panelists: Larry Atchley Jr. (M), Julie Barrett, Charlayne Elizabeth Denney, Gloria Oliver 
Steampunk is famous for its airships and for its steam-powered gadgets.  We’ve looked at airships in the 
past, so it’s time to look at the gadgets.  Our steampunk experts go over typical widgets used in 
steampunk so you can recognize them at a distance. 
 
Sunday, 3pm: Fantasy Engineering: Building Mordor 
Panelists: Tex Thompson (M), Larry Atchley Jr., Teresa Patterson, Gloria Oliver 
Ever wonder how Mordor was made?  Or Minas Tirith?  Pick your epic fantasy of choice, and there will 
always be towns, castles, buildings with grandeur.  Building those places takes engineering: planning 



rooms where events take place, escape tunnels and even secret hiding places for when the forces of 
darkness overwhelm you.  But how detailed do you need to get?  Our authors debate this and other 
topics. 
 
PROGRAMMING 3  
Sunday, 11am: Creating Cover Illustrations that Sell 
Panelists: John Picacio (M) 
You have a novel, but you have no talent at art.  You tried your hand as MS Paint once a long time ago, 
and blew up the computer.  What are you to do?  Our artists talk to you about how to create something 
that will work for you rather than against you. 
 
Sunday, 12pm: How to Get Ideas from a Blank Sheet of Paper 
Panelists: Brad Foster (M) 
Some of the hardest things to do is to get started with a piece of art.  Our artists will help you get past 
that roadblock by talking about ways and means to get started.  This is a demonstration, so bring your 
creativity, we’ll provide pens and paper. 
 
Sunday, 1pm: Self-editing err0rs 
Panelists: Tex Thompson (M), Mel White, Adrian Simmons, K.B. Bogen, Michelle Muenzler 
A popular panel for the past several years, our panelists discuss ways of catching those pesky errors.  
Remember, the more eyes on your work, the better – each different perspective helps catch things you 
miss!  And watch out for Autocorrect… 
 
Sunday, 2pm: Short Story Publishing: Where and How? 
Panelists: William Ledbetter (M), Amber Royer, John Yarrow, Julia S. Mandala 
Now that you have polished your little gem, it’s time to get it out in the world.  The question is: where 
and how?  Our publishing gurus tell you of the places to go where you can sell your masterpiece, and 
how to do it without losing your soul. 
 
Sunday, 3pm: Where’s My Hoverboard?  Science Fiction Today 
Panelists: William Ledbetter (M), William C. Seigler, Karl K. Gallagher 
We are seeing the technology of science fiction in today’s world.  From iPads to hyperloops, the line 
between what is science fiction and what is reality is slowly blurring.  Where is the line now?  What scifi 
tech is being aired now that might soon be reality?  Our futurists debate this and other topics. 
 
READING  
Sunday, 11am: Julia S. Mandala, Ethan Nahté 
Sunday, 12pm: David Doub, William Ledbetter 
Sunday, 1pm: Karl K. Gallagher, Barbara Ann Wright 
Sunday, 2pm: Stephen Patrick, Dusty Rainbolt 
Sunday, 3pm: Stephen Sanders, Amber Royer 
 
AUTOGRAPHS  
Sunday, 11am: Kevin C. Neece, Rhonda Eudaly  
Sunday, 12pm: Stephen Patrick, Robert W. Pietzsch 
Sunday, 1pm: Trakena Prevost, Melanie Fletcher 
Sunday, 2pm: K.B. Bogen, William C. Seigler 



 


